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Student Assessment Home Student Assessment Directory Contact Student Assessment TEA publishes two types of test questions for the STAAR program: sample questions and test forms. Sample test questions are small subsets of published test questions from STAAR test benches. These test questions may have
been previously administered. A test form is a set of prepublished test questions previously administered together to Texas students that reflects the plans for the STAAR test. To view all available STAAR resources, visit the STAAR Resources website. STAAR read/write tests contain variable amounts of authentic
published text. The copyright permission for these texts is obtained from publishers by the test contractor on behalf of TEA. These copyright agreements may or may not include permission for a broader and unsafe version after testing. If the material that was used during testing could not be included in a published test
form due to specific copyright permissions, text is provided in the form that indicates where the source material originated. STAAR Released Test Copyright Information STAAR Released Test Forms and Answer Keys (Paper Administrations) Published test forms that were managed on paper are published as PDF.
These documents are available at the following links. Please note: 2019 Released materials not linked below are coming soon. Scoring guides are available on the STAAR and English Writing website I, II, III Resources. Copyright - For copyright information, please read the Copyright and Terms of Service website.
Printing: When printing published questions for math, make sure that the Print menu is set to print pages 100% to ensure that the art reflects the expected measurements. Hard Copy- Request hard copies of paper tests published on ETS or by contacting ETS Order Services at 800-537-3160. Test forms and published
response keys (online administrations) Issued test forms that were administered online are published as practice tests. These published practice tests are available through the staAR online testing platform. Online practice tests are not available for printing or scoring. If you want to score your student's online practice
test, you should direct your student to record their answers on a separate piece of paper. You can then use the answer key below to STAAR published practice test. Scoring guides are available on the STAAR and English Writing website I, II, III Resources. Test forms and STAAR Spanish Released response keys
published test forms that were managed on paper are published as PDF FILES. These documents are available at the following links. Scoring guides are available on the STAAR and English Writing website I, II, III Resources. Copyright - For copyright information, please read the Copyright and Terms of Service website.
Printing - When printing released released for math, make sure that the Print menu is set to print the pages 100% to make sure the art reflects the expected measurements. Hard Copy- Request hard copies of paper tests published on ETS or by contacting ETS Order Services at 800-537-3160. STAAR Standardized Oral
Administration (SOA) Released Test Forms and Answer Keys (Online Administrations) Released test forms that were administered online are published as practice tests. These published practice tests are available through the staAR online testing platform. Online practice tests are not available for printing or scoring. If
you want to score your student's online practice test, you should direct your student to record their answers on a separate piece of paper. You can then use the answer key below to score the practice test launched to staar SOA. STAAR L Released Test Forms and Answer Keys (Online Administrations) Released test
forms that were administered online are published as practice tests. These published practice tests are available through the staAR online testing platform. Online practice tests are not available for printing or scoring. If you want to score your student's online practice test, you should direct your student to record their
answers on a separate piece of paper. You can then use the answer key below to score the practice test launched STAAR L. STAAR A Released Test Forms and Answer Keys (Online Administrations) Released test forms that were administered online are published as practice tests. These published practice tests are
available through the staAR online testing platform. Online practice tests are not available for printing or scoring. If you want to score your student's online practice test, you should direct your student to record their answers on a separate piece of paper. You can then use the answer key below to score the STAAR A
released practice test. Scoring guides are available on the STAAR and English Writing website I, II, III Resources. STAAR Braille Released Test Forms and Answer Keys (Paper Administrations) Printed copies of published braille tests can be ordered by calling ETS Order Services at 800-537-3160. Scoring guides are
available on the STAAR and English Writing website I, II, III Resources. Sample questions published by STAAR The links below open PDF versions of sample questions published by STAAR. Copyright - For copyright information, read the Copyright website and service. Printing: When printing published questions for
math, make sure that the Print menu is set to print pages 100% to ensure that the art reflects the expected measurements. STAAR Spanish Released Sample Questions The following links open pdf versions of STAAR published examples of questions. Copyright - For copyright information, please read the Copyright and
Terms of Service website. Printing - When When questions published for math, make sure that the Print menu is set to print the pages 100% to make sure the art reflects the expected measurements. Previous file STAAR Released Test Questions Chromosomes are composed of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), hereditary
material in humans and most other organisms. Specific sections of DNA are called genes. Each gene provides the cell with different information. Each chromosome is made up of many genes. There are about 100000 genes found on human chromosomes. A gene consists of a particular sequence of DNA bases. This
sequence acts as a code for a protein. The production of different proteins determines the trait (inherited characteristic) of an organism. Read more... Workware: 3 Traffic conditions: 3Coc biological dynamics of the Earth. Relationships within a community: predation, competition, parasitism, mutualism, commensalism.
Build a food chain. Build a trófic level pyramid (energy level). Compare and contrast food networks and food chains. Read more... iWorksheets: 3Vocabulary Sets: 2 Who was first described the principles of domain, segregation, and independent assortment? What did Gregor Mendel discover using the results of his plant
crossover experiments? Match each term of Genetics and Inheritance to its definition as splindle fibers, telophase, trait, transcription, mutation, phenotype. Read more... iWorksheets: 3Vocabulary Sets: 7Invertebrates are animals that do not have a spine. More than 90 percent of all living animal species are invertebrate.
Known examples of invertebrates include arthropods, molluscs, aneclyds, and cnidaries. Like vertebrates, most invertebrates reproduce at least in part through sexual reproduction. Read more... Worknotes: 6 Traffic boxes: 3Work boxes: 3Work cards: 3 Traffic sections: 3Structures and functions of living organisms: Cells,
Tissues, organs and organ systems. Differentiate between mitosis and meiosis processes. Describe different cellular parts and their functions. Read more... iWorksheets: 2Devocabular water: 3Work boxes: 3Bovobulars: 4Workingsheets: 2 Traffic boxes: 3Vertebrates - animals that have a spine. The word comes from the
vertebrae, the bones that make up the spine. Five main groups of vertebrates: fish, birds, reptiles, amphibians and mammals. A few tens of thousands of species have been identified. Read more... iWorksheets: 3Working hours: 3Work cards: 3 Devocular boxes: 3FreeCellular metabolism is the set of chemical reactions
that occur in living organisms in order to keep life. Living organisms are unique in that they can extract energy from their environments and use it to carry out activities such as growth, development and reproduction. Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :7The term nucleic acid is the name of DNA and RNA. They are
composed of nucleotides. DNA molecules are double-chain and RNA are single-chain. To initiate the information transfer process, a double-chain DNA chain chain serves as a template for the synthesis of a single strand of RNA that is complementary to the DNA chain. Read more... iWorking boxes :4Vocabulary
:3Hyphae - threaded filaments of branched cells that make up the bodies of multicellular fungi. Gymnosperm - group of vascular plants that develop seeds without a protective outer cover; they don't produce flowers or fruits. Flagellum - a tail-like structure found in bacteria and select protists that helps them move. Volvox
- a green seaweed containing chlorophyll, which is produced in ball-shaped colonies. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :5The process where a cell forms two identical child cells. Mitosis is how somatic (or non-reproductive) cells divide. Meiosis is a cell division that creates sex cells, such as female egg cells or
male sperm. Meiosis has two cell division cycles, called Meiosis I and Meiosis II. Read more... iWorksheets :4Match each term of cellular structure to its definition as DNA, lysosomes, mitochondron, lipids, endoplasmic reticulum, mosis and many more. What are the organelles that provide energy to sperm? What do
hemoglobin, insulin, albumin and malts are made up of? These animal and plant cell worksheets recommended for High School Biology students. Read more... iSaljejas :3Vocabulary :5The plants are living organisms formed by cells. Plants need sunlight and water to live and grow healthily. Many plants, but not all
plants, produce flowers, which produce fruits and seeds for the plant to reproduce. There are two different types of root systems: a fibrous root system has many roots that grow in many different directions. Plants that have a root system have only a large main root that grows from the stem of the plant. Read more...
iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :2The term nucleic acid is the name of DNA and RNA. They are composed of nucleotides. DNA molecules are double-chained and RNA molecules are single-chain. To initiate the information transfer process, a double-chain DNA chain chain serves as a template for the synthesis of a single
strand of RNA that is complementary to the DNA chain. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :3The term nucleic acid is the name of DNA and RNA. They are composed of nucleotides. DNA molecules are double-chained and RNA molecules are single-chain. To initiate the information transfer process, a double-chain
DNA chain chain serves as a template for synthesis of a single strand of RNA that is complementary to the DNA chain. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :3The process where a cell forms two identical child cells. Mitosis is how somatic (or non-reproductive) cells divide. Meiosis is a cell division that creates sex
cells, such as egg cell eggs Sperm. Meiosis has two cell division cycles, called Meiosis I and Meiosis II. Read more... Working iSquinas :4The term nucleic acid is the name of DNA and RNA. They are composed of nucleotides. DNA molecules are double-chained and RNA molecules are single-chain. To initiate the
information transfer process, a double-chain DNA chain chain serves as a template for the synthesis of a single strand of RNA that is complementary to the DNA chain. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :3The process where a cell forms two identical child cells. Mitosis is how somatic (or non-reproductive) cells
divide. Meiosis is a cell division that creates sex cells, such as female egg cells or male sperm. Meiosis has two cell division cycles, called Meiosis I and Meiosis II. Read more... Working iSquinas :4The term nucleic acid is the name of DNA and RNA. They are composed of nucleotides. DNA molecules are doublechained and RNA molecules are single-chain. To initiate the information transfer process, a double-chain DNA chain chain serves as a template for the synthesis of a single strand of RNA that is complementary to the DNA chain. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :3The term nucleic acid is the name of DNA and
RNA. They are composed of nucleotides. DNA molecules are double-chained and RNA molecules are single-chain. To initiate the information transfer process, a double-chain DNA chain chain serves as a template for the synthesis of a single strand of RNA that is complementary to the DNA chain. Read more...
iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :3The term nucleic acid is the name of DNA and RNA. They are composed of nucleotides. DNA molecules are double-chained and RNA molecules are single-chain. To initiate the information transfer process, a double-chain DNA chain chain serves as a template for the synthesis of a single
strand of RNA that is complementary to the DNA chain. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :3 How many chromosomes would normally be contained in a gamete? Match each term of Genetics and Inheritance to its definition as Genetic Code, Crossing, Fertilization, Codon, Dominant Allele, Ribosomes, Sex Cells,
Square Punnett, Profase II. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :7The process where a cell forms two identical child cells. Mitosis is how somatic (or non-reproductive) cells divide. Meiosis is a cell division that creates sex cells, such as female egg cells or male sperm. Meiosis has two cell division cycles, called
Meiosis I and Meiosis II. Read more... iSerías :4The topic is about forensic sciences. Students will learn to identify the structure and function of DNA, RNA and protein. They will also learn to describe the importance of generic information to forensics. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :3Work pages :4 Worksheets
:4Working features :3Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences. Evolutionary theory is a scientific explanation for the unity and diversity of life. Analyze the effects of evolutionary mechanisms, including genetic drift, genetic flow, mutation and recombination. Read
more... iWorksheets :3Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences. Evolutionary theory is a scientific explanation for the unity and diversity of life. Analyze the effects of evolutionary mechanisms, including genetic drift, genetic flow, mutation and recombination.
Read more... iWorksheets :3Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences. Evolutionary theory is a scientific explanation for the unity and diversity of life. Analyze the effects of evolutionary mechanisms, including genetic drift, genetic flow, mutation and
recombination. Read more... iWorksheets :3Match each term of cellular structure to its definition as DNA, lysosomes, mitochondron, lipids, endoplasmic reticulum, mosis and many more. What are the organelles that provide energy to sperm? What do hemoglobin, insulin, albumin and malts are made up of? These
animal and plant cell worksheets recommended for High School Biology students. Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :5FreeCellular metabolism is the set of chemical reactions that occur in living organisms in order to maintain life. Living organisms are unique in that they can extract energy from their environments
and use it to carry out activities such as growth, development and reproduction. Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :7Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences. Evolutionary theory is a scientific explanation for the unity and diversity of life. Analyze the
effects of evolutionary mechanisms, including genetic drift, genetic flow, mutation and recombination. Read more... iWorksheets :3Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences. Evolutionary theory is a scientific explanation for the unity and diversity of life. Analyze

the effects of evolutionary mechanisms, including genetic drift, genetic flow, mutation and recombination. Read more... iWorksheets :3Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences. Evolutionary theory is a scientific explanation for the unity and diversity of life.
Analyzing the effects of evolutionary mechanisms, including genetic flow, mutation and recombination. Read more... iWorking loops :3 What structure of the woody plant has vascular tissue lenticels? From what part of the seed will the leaves and tops of a plant's stem develop? Match the term of each plant to its definition
as Lactic Lactic fermentation, egg, gymnosperm, protective cells, floema, vascular tissue, root cap. Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :5Taxonomy is the classification of all known living organisms that shows the relationships between different organisms. The pseudopod is false feet; temporary finger-like
projections that a single-celled organism, such as an ameba, uses to move. Protozoa - single-celled protist, similar to an animal that has the ability to move. Mycelium - a mass of fungal hypfas that absorbs nutrients. Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :5Classification - the process of grouping items according to their
similarities. Kingdom - large category included in the scientific classification system and the taxonomic category above phylum; scientists recognize six kingdoms: animals, plants, fungi, protists, eubacteria and archebacteria. Vertebrates - animals that have a spine; five main groups of vertebrates: fish, birds, reptiles,
amphibians and mammals. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :3FreeCellular metabolism is the set of chemical reactions that occur in living organisms in order to maintain life. Living organisms are unique in that they can extract energy from their environments and use it to carry out activities such as growth,
development and reproduction. Read more... Work loops :3Vocabulary :7Fossynthesis can be considered as a chemical reaction in which carbon dioxide from the air and soil water plus solar energy combine to produce carbohydrates and oxygen. What is the similarity between human skeletal muscles and some
bacteria? Match each photosynthesis ad breathing term to your definition such as Glucose, Chloroplast, Organelle, Protective Cells and many more. Read more... iWorkworking :4Vocabulary :2Work boxes :4Vocabulary :7Trajes :3Vocabulary :7Trajes :4Vocabulary :7Trajes :3Vocabulary :7Hyphae - filaments similar to
branched cell threads that make up the bodies of multicellular fungi. Gymnosperm - group of vascular plants that develop seeds without a protective outer cover; they don't produce flowers or fruits. Flagellum - a tail-like structure found in bacteria and select protists that helps them move. Volvox - a green seaweed
containing chlorophyll, which is produced in ball-shaped colonies. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :5Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences. Evolutionary theory is a scientific explanation for the unity and diversity of life. Analyze the effects of
evolutionary mechanisms, including genetic drift, genetic flow, mutation and recombination. Read more... iWorksheets :3Match each ecology term its definition as energy pyramid, decomposer, carnivorous, ecosystem, owl pellet, Omnivore and many more. Which human activity would be most likely to have a
positive/negative impact on the environment? What factor determines the type of terrestrial terrestrial plants grow in an area? Which energy transfer is less likely to be found in nature? Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :2Match each term of ecology to its definition as trófic level, food web, consumer, energy,
herbivore and more. What component is not recycled in an ecosystem? Why are vultures, classified as scavengers, an important part of an ecosystem? What characteristic does the vine that is parasitic in other plants share with all other heterotropics? Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :2Work boxes :4Vocabulary
:3Match each term of ecology to its definition as energy pyramid, decomposer, carnivorous, ecosystem, owl pellet, Omnivore and many more. Which human activity would be most likely to have a positive/negative impact on the environment? What factor determines the type of terrestrial plants growing in an area? Which
energy transfer is less likely to be found in nature? Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :2Match each term of ecology to its definition as trófic level, food web, consumer, energy, herbivore and more. What component is not recycled in an ecosystem? Why are vultures, classified as scavengers, an important part of an
ecosystem? What characteristic does the vine that is parasitic in other plants share with all other heterotropics? Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :2Match each term of ecology to its definition as energy pyramid, decomposer, carnivorous, ecosystem, owl pellet, Omnivore and many more. Which human activity
would be most likely to have a positive/negative impact on the environment? What factor determines the type of terrestrial plants growing in an area? Which energy transfer is less likely to be found in nature? Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :2Match each term of ecology to its definition as trófic level, food web,
consumer, energy, herbivore and more. What component is not recycled in an ecosystem? Why are vultures, classified as scavengers, an important part of an ecosystem? What characteristic does the vine that is parasitic in other plants share with all other heterotropics? Read more... iTraserias :3Vocabulary :2The
science processes include the formulation of scientifically researchable questions, the construction of research on these issues, the collection of appropriate data, the evaluation of the meaning of that data and the communication of this evaluation. Scientific knowledge is based on observation and inference; it's important
to recognize that these are very different things. Read more... iWorksheets :3All living things are made of one or more cells. The nucleus is the control center of the cell. It houses the nucleolus and the (chromatin) used to direct cellular functions. Nuclear pores allow materials to enter and exit the nucleus. The nuclear
envelope is a membrane that surrounds and protects the nucleus. Core. nucleolus produces ribosomes. Ribosomes are factories that produce proteins that the cell needs. Lysosomes contain chemicals (enzymes) that break down and recycle harmful materials. Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :4All living things
are made of one or more cells. The nucleus is the control center of the cell. It houses the nucleolus and genetic material (chromatin) used to direct cellular functions. Nuclear pores allow materials to enter and exit the nucleus. The nuclear envelope is a membrane that surrounds and protects the nucleus. Nucleolus
produces ribosomes. Ribosomes are factories that produce proteins that the cell needs. Lysosomes contain chemicals (enzymes) that break down and recycle harmful materials. Read more... iWorksheets :3Vocabulary :4 How many chromosomes would normally be contained in a gamete? Match each term of Genetics
and Inheritance to its definition as Genetic Code, Crossing, Fertilization, Codon, Dominant Allele, Ribosomes, Sex Cells, Square Punnett, Profase II. Read more... iWorksheets :4Vocabulary :7Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences. Evolutionary theory is a
scientific explanation for the unity and diversity of life. Analyze the effects of evolutionary mechanisms, including genetic drift, genetic flow, mutation and recombination. Read more... iWorksheets :3Trajes :3Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Trajes :3Trajes :3Trajes :4Tras worksheets :4 Sheets :4
Sheets Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Workboxes :3Workboxes :3Workboxes :3Workboxes :3Work parts :3Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose state of balance has been disturbed , as in sound transmission. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous
movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorksheets :4Worksheets :3Tras Worksheets :3Tras Worksheets :3 Worksheets :4Worksheets :3Trag Worksheets :3Tras Worksheets :3Tras Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3
Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Sheets :' 3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheetas of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :4Worksheets :3
Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Sheets of :3Trax3Trax3Trax3Traxes :3Tras Worksheets :4Tras Worksheets :3Trajes :4Trajes:3Tras Worksheets :4Trases Worksheets :4Worksheets :4Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3
Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Sheets work :3Sheets Worksheets :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :.3Worksheets :.3Worksheets
:4Worksheets:3Worksheets :3Worksheets :3Worksheets :3 Worksheets3Worksheets :3Worksheets :3WorkFreesheets :3Vocabulary :1 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3FreeWorksheets :3Vocabulary :1 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :4Worksheets :3Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3
Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Sheets :3Sheets worksheets :.4Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :4Worksheets :3Tras worksheets :4Trasings :4Workwork items :3Tras worksheets :4Trasjes :3Shojas worksheets :4Worksheets :3Shojas : 3Tras worksheets
:4Trasings :3Travels :3Worksheets :4 Worksheets :3TheSheets :3Thesheets :3Thesheets :3TheSheets :3The production of a magnetic field around an electric current is called electromagnetism. Electromagnetism. More... iWorksheets :3Trajes :4Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :4Work pages :3Trajes :3Trajes :3Tras
worksheets :4Trasjes :3Tras worksheets :4Trasjes :3Tras :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :4Worksheets :3Workboxes :3Worklets :3Workboxes :3Workboxes :4Revels (4Vibration) is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or similar , whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in sound transmission. Read
more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorksheets :4Work clips :3Work clips :3Vibration is the analogous movement of particles in an air mass or similar, whose
equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in sound transmission. Read more... iWorksheets :4Worksheets :3Worksheets :3Worksheets :3Worksheets :3Worksheets :4Worksheets :3Worksheets :3Worksheets :4Worksheets :3Worksheets :3Worksheets :4Worksheets :3Worksheets :3Sheets work ::3Sheets work ::3Sheets
work ::3Sheets work ::3Sheets work ::3Sheets work ::3Sheets work ::3Sheets work ::3Sheets 3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheetas of work :3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work :3Sheets of
work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work
:3Sheets of work ::3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheets of work :3Sheet ::3 Worksheets ::3 Worksheets ::3 Worksheets ::3Sheets work :3Sheets of
3Docksheets :4Docksheets :3Does : 4Workworkworkworkworkworkworkworkworksheets :3Workworking :4Vocabulary :3Vibration is the analogous movement of particles in an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in sound transmission. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the
analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorksheets :4Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Trajes :3Trajes :3Trajes:4Worktrado :3Tras worksheets Work :4 Worksheets :3Worksheets
:3Workboxes :4Worklets :3Workboxes :3Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose state of balance has been disturbed , as in sound transmission. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state
has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles in an air mass or the like, whose state of has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorksheets :4Trag worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets
:4Travels :3Travels :4Worktratejas :3Tras worksheets :3Traselas worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Worksheets :4Worktrateges :3Work items :4Workworkworkworkworkworkworkwork :4Vocabulary :3Vibration is the analogous movement of particles of
an air mass or similar , whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in sound transmission. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorksheets :4Worksheets
:3Tras Worksheets :3Trax3Trax3Traxes :3Traxes :4Worktrado :3Tras Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Workbars :3Work loops :4Workbars :3Work loops :3Labration is the analogous movement of particles in an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound.
Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has
been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorksheets :4Trag worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :4Travels :3Travels :4Worktratejas :3Tras worksheets :3Traselas worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3Worksheets
:4Worktrateges :3Work items :4Workworkworkworkworkworkworkwork :4Vocabulary :3Vibration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or similar , whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in sound transmission. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an
air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorksheets :4Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Trajes :3Trajes :3Trajes:4Worktrado :3Tras worksheets Work :4 Worksheets :3Worksheets :3Workboxes :4Worklets :3Workboxes
:3Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose state of balance has been disturbed , as in sound transmission. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the
transmission of sound. Read more... iWorking steps :4Labration is the analogous movement of particles of an air mass or the like, whose equilibrium state has been disturbed, as in the transmission of sound. Read more... iWorksheets :4Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :4Trajes :3Trajes
:4Worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3Tras worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 Worksheets :3 :3
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